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OMG!! This is my favourite song by Rahim Shah. This is
Rahim's, Nazia's, and my all-time favourite song of all time. I
had no idea that Rahim Shah was so talented and a super cool
guy! I just love him and would love to hear more of his music!
The lyrics of this song are also super-crazy-good. I LOVE the
amazing imagery. When I first heard this song, I thought it was
just a random song. I thought it would be a fun, but good song.
However, when it actually started playing, I am not sure what
shocked me more... the voices or the imagery. I haven't seen the
imagery, but I have seen the voices.. even better! They are so
perfect! Even though I do not speak Urdu, I recognized every
single word and it made me think even more of how perfect the
voices are in this song! I just thought it was a random song, but
then I was completely wowed by this song and I could not stop
listening. I must say that I am listening to this song at least four
times a day, sometimes more! I have been listening to this song
maybe 20 times in the past week! I love this song sooo much
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and it is going to be my new theme song when I start my own
channel. Thank you again Rahim Shah, Nazia Iqbal, and Alva
Vogt for creating this masterpiece of a song. xoxo, Peep Kamy.
Qarara Rasha - Rahim Shah - I LOVE YOU. Quot Arivan Qarara
Rasha New Pashto Song Urdu And Pash
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